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VARIATIONAL T H E O R E M S IN GNOSTICAL THEORY 
OF UNCERTAIN DATA 
JAN SINDELAR1 
Gnostical theory of uncertain data (GT) is a new approach to the processing of data 
influenced by uncertainty. For GT, as for any theory of data processing, the problem of 
characterizing optimality principles leading to estimators is of primary interest. Solving of 
the problem is the main topic of this paper. The optimality principles are formulated as 
specific variational theorems. 
INTRODUCTION 
Main objection of any theory dealing with e s t i m a t i o n is to find : ;good" estimators. 
But how to justify tha t estimators derived by means of the theory are really good? 
One of the most popular methods is to choose estimators according to some opti-
mality principle. Examples of optimality principles commonly used in statistics are 
maximum likelihood principle or minimum distance principle. 
Let us turn to G T . Estimators are defined in GT also by means of specific opti-
mality principles. Particular cases of such principles were introduced by the author 
of G T [6]. Our goal is to state a substantially more general version of the principles 
covering, of course, all the particular ones. These principles will be formulated as 
variational theorems of a specific nature. 
G T has some inspirations in measurement theory [2], relativistic mechanics and 
geometry [4]. It is worth mentioning that both quantification and estimation pro-
cedures can be modelled - or interpreted - using GT. Namely, a quantification 
procedure can be interpreted in GT as a motion along a path in the Minkowskian 
plane, while an estimation procedure can be interpreted as a motion along a path 
in the Euclidean plane. 
G T introduces various characteristics of an individual observed datum as well as 
of da ta samples ([2, 6]). Examples of such characteristics are entropy, information 
and irrelevance. Consider for instance the gnostical approach to entropy. In contrast 
with classical information theory, entropy is not related with any probabilistic model 
*The author lias been sponsored by the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic through 
Grants No. 27560, 27 520. 
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in G T . Instead, it is related with quantification (estimation resp.) procedure (see 
[5, 6]). It results t h a t an essential feature of G T is that the entropy depends on 
specific paths in the Minkowskian (Euclidean resp.) plane. We shall show that 
this feature of the entropy is, in fact, common to majority of characteristics of 
d a t a samples introduced in G T . Namely, such a characteristic can be viewed as a 
functional depending on paths in the plane. For cases of entropy and information 
this dependence was established by the author of G T (see [2, 5, 6]). 
An optimality principle of G T regarding the entropy can be formulated as fol­
lows: find such paths in the plane that the entropy corresponding to these paths is 
minimal (maximal resp.). Optimality principle concerning other characteristics of 
data samples can be formulated in the same way. 
Paths optimal for the cases of entropy and information were found by the author 
of G T ([2, 5, 6]); they were shown to be of the same type for both cases (ibid). The 
aim of the paper is to show that, under assumptions commonly applied in GT, the 
same paths are optimal for all real-valued characteristics of data samples appropriate 
for GT. 
T h e p a p e r is organ ized as fo l lows . 
Sections 1, 3.2 and 5.1 are devoted to modelling of quantification and estimation 
procedures in G T . Ideas of the sections are used to motivate assumptions under 
which the variational theorem and other results are derived in the paper. 
Section 2 is devoted to gnos t ica l character ist ics . Important characteristics of 
individual d a t a and of data samples have been introduced in G T . Examples are en­
tropy, information and irrelevance (see [2, 3, 5, 6]). We shall call such characteristics 
gnostical characteristics. Features common to a majority of gnostical characteris­
tics are extracted in Section 2. Considerations of the rest of the paper are based 
on these features. Therefore, the results obtained in the paper cover all gnostical 
characteristics at once. 
A type of paths, called gnos t ica l p a t h s in the paper, plays an important role 
in G T . We shall show that these paths are extremals of functionals typical for G T . 
Topics related with gnostical paths are considered in Section 3. 
Variational theorem of G T proved in the paper deals with gnos t ica l funct ionals 
introduced in Section 4.2. A one-to-one relationship between gnostical characteristics 
and gnostical functionals is established. 
Variat ional t h e o r e m of G T is stated and proved in Section 5. The theorem, 
states that gnostical paths are local extremals of gnostical functionals. The value of a 
gnostical functional over a path can be interpreted as the overall change of gnostical 
characteristic during a procedure modelled by means of the path, i.e. during the 
quantification or the estimation procedure. Therefore, under the interpretation, 
gnostical paths are optimal models of quantification and estimation procedures. 
Section 6 is devoted to a notion of res iduum. A residuum is introduced to char­
acterize the overall change of a gnostical characteristic during a process consisting of 
both quantification and estimation procedures. It is shown that the residuum takes 
on its local extremal value when both procedures are modelled by gnostical paths. 
Main results of the paper concern extracting of fundamental features of gnostical 
characteristics of d a t a samples (Section 2), stating and proving variational theorems 
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of GT (Sections 5 and 6). 
NOTATION 
The following notation is used throughout this paper. 
The symbol R denotes the field of real numbers endowed with the topology of 
the real line, the symbol R+ denotes the set of positive real numbers. The symbols 
x, y, z, r, Q denote real numbers. 
Let / and g be functions, M and M' be sets. Then Dom/ and R a n / are the 
domain and the range of the function / . The expression / : M —* M' means that / is 
a total mapping (hence Dom/ = M, R a n / C M'), while / : M • M' means that 
/ is a partial mapping (hence D o m / C M, R a n / C M'). The symbol / f M denotes 
the restriction of the function / to the set M; hence / \ M = / O [M x Ran/ ] . 
Composition of the functions / and g is denoted by gof; hence (gof)(m) = f(g(m)). 
Let / be a real-valued function. We put sup | / | := sup{ | / (m) | | m £ Dom/} 
and inf | / | := inf{ | / (m) | \m £ Dom/} . The expression sg (/) denotes the "sign" 
of the function / ; we put sg (/) = 1 if / is nonnegative and takes on a positive 
value, sg (/) = —1 if / is not positive and takes on a negative value, sg (/) = 0 
otherwise. 
Fundamental considerations of GT are related to two varieties - the Minkowskian 
and the Euclidean plane represented by two algebraic structures - the algebra Rj of 
dovble numbers [11, 8] and the field H; of complex numbers. The indeterminate 
will be denoted by j in the case of double numbers and by i in the case of complex 
numbers. (Thus we have j 2 = 1, i2 = — 1.) 
Both the algebra Rj of double numbers and the field R{ of complex numbers have 
many properties in common. The indeterminate will be denoted by s when dealing 
with such properties. Thus in the following we have s £ {j, i}. 
We shall assu ae that the algebra Rs is endowed with the Euclidean topology. 
The modulus of x + ys £ Rs will be denoted by \x + ys\s. Hence we have | .r+ys| s = 
\/x2 — s2y2. For z £ R negative we put \fz := . y | z j . 
Exponential function exp., hyperbolic sine sinhs, cosine cosh, and tangent 
tanh5 are defined in the customary way. Polar coordinates are used in GT as a 
tool. Any x + ys £ exps(Rs) can be rewritten in the form x + ys = r • exp$(^s), 
where r £ R+ and Q, £ R are polar coordinates of x + ys. If moreover x / 0, then 
- = itanh.(fis). (0.1) 
x s 
1. MODELLING OF QUANTIFICATION AND ESTIMATION IN GT 
As stated in the introduction, quantification and estimation procedures are modelled 
in GT as motions along paths. Namely, a quantification procedure is modelled by 
a motion along a path in the Minkowskian plane represented by the algebra Rj of 
double numbers. An estimation procedure is modelled as a motion along a path in 
the Euclidean plane represented by the field Ri of complex numbers. More precisely, 
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the procedures are modelled by paths in specific parts of the planes [6]. The aim of 
the section is to define these parts. 
N o t a t i o n . We put 
(jo, := { x + ys\ x > \y\ }. 
A quantification, •procedure is modelled as a motion along a path in UQJ. An 
estimation procedure is modelled as a motion along a path in (jo;. 
Each point, in (,j, can he expressed by means of polar coordinates, because (jo, C 
exps(Rs). It is a matter of an easy calculation that we have 
UQS = { r e x p . ( Q s ) | r G /?+, Q G I0t} , 
where 
f); = R, 
/ 7T 7T 
'»• = ( - 4 - 4 
2. GNOSTICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Various characteristics of individual data and of data samples have been introduced 
in G T . Examples are entropy, information and irrelevance (see [2, 3, 5, 6]). We 
shall call such characteristics g n o s t i c a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s below. Some of them arc 
summarized in Table 1. 
Properties of particular gnostical characteristics were thoroughly investigated by 
the author of G T (ibid). The ana of the section is to extract features common to a 
majority of gnostical characteristics and relevant from our point of view. Consider­
ations of the rest of the paper are based on the features just mentioned. Therefore, 
instead of dealing with particular gnostical characteristics, theorems stated below 
cover all gnostical characteristics at once. 
A gnostical characteristic will be denoted by Qs. 
The first property mentioned above reads 
(a) A gnostical characteristic is a mapping from the set UQS into the set of real 
numbers. 
The second property relevant from our point of view is the following. 
(b) A gnostical characteristic is a homogeneous function of the order 0. 
It means that the value of a gnostical characteristic at a point x + ys G (jo.s 
depends only on the value of the ratio * . 
When the polar coordinates are considered, then the value of a gnostical char­
acteristic at the point rexpt(fls) depends only on the value of Q. This property is 
equivalent with (b), as follows from (0.1). Hence there is a function G3 : IQS —*• R 
such t hat 
V.c + ys = rexp,(Qs) G U0i : Qs(x + ys) = G,(Q). (2.1) 
If (2.1) is true, then we say that tin- function Gt r e p r e s e n t s the g n o s t i c a l char­
a c t e r i s t i c Q3 
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Table 1. Gnostkal characteristi 
gnostica] 
characteгistic a t x; + ys ! at ГЄXp.(Qs) 
(Cartesian coordinates) j (polar coordinates) 
Entropy 
2s2y2 
rnah Ґ9Í1«Ì 1 
9 9 9 
ЗC- — s- ;Ì/ 
I n f o г m a t i o n 
2xiy x + y x + y 
— '—— ln — ln — — "' 
—2 _(_ y2 зj _ y x2 _ y2 
4x;y _ |/ x;2 + y 2 (l/) 
2síìtanh8(2Пs) - ln(cosh8(2Пa)) 
x, — y x x — y" 
Irrelevance 
2xy 
- s i n h . , ( 2 . Ъ ) 
s x;2 — 3- ;i/2 
W - 2 
ry Г c ì — tanhj(2 ) 
X2 + y2 
Kerne] . S ' - ' . f ' r 2 - ' w 2 V («0 
^ ж 2 + y2J 
.S—1 •cosh~ 2 (2П_ł) 
W [ ouble case. 
' ' Complex case. 
(c> Double case only; Pj is the gnostical distribution functio i (see [5]), 
' > Double case only; S is a positive constant called parameter of scale (ibid). 
Assume that a function Gs represents a gnostical characteristic. The third of the 
properties mentioned above reads 
(c) The function Gs is continuously differeniiable on IQS. 
The last property is given by 
(d) The function Gs is strictly monotone on each of the iniervals IQS D (—OO, 0] 
and Jo. n [0, o o ) . 
Moreover, we shall consider gnostical characteristics satisfying 
(e) G,(0) = 0. 
If G] represents a gnostical characteristic Q] and G](0) ^ 0, we can consider the 
function Qs given by 
Qs(-) .= Ql(-) - Ql(l). 
Clearly, Qs is a gnostical characteristic differing from Qt up to an additive constant 
and satisfying (a) and (b). Moreover, the conditions (c), (d) and (e) are valid for 
the function Gs representing Qs. 
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3. GNOSTICAL PATHS 
The section is related to gnostical paths playing an important role in the text. 
Problem regarding the optimality principles of GT is the main topic of the pa­
per. Optimality principles of GT will be formulated as variational theorems. The 
corresponding functional operates on paths which are characterized in this section. 
Specific paths shown to be local extremals of the functional (Section 5.2) will be 
called gnostical paths. 
The section is organized as follows. Gnostical paths are defined in Section 3.1, 
their basic properties are stated. Quantification and estimation procedures can be 
modelled (or interpreted) in GT as motions over specific paths. This topic is consid­
ered in Section 3.2. A topology on a set of such paths is introduced in Section 3.3. 
To be able to state variational theorems of GT in Section 5.2, paths from a neigh­
bourhood of gnostical paths are analyzed in Section 3.4. 
3.1. Gnostical paths 
Paths 1 of special type, called gnostical paths below, play an important role in GT. 
We shall show that gnostical paths are optimal trajectories from the viewpoint of 
quantification and estimation procedures (see Section 5.2). 
Consider a path C in U0s expressed in polar coordinates. It means that there are 
two continuously differentiable2 functions 
rc : [0, 1] -* R
+, Qc : [0,1] -> R (3.1) 
such that _, . . . _ , . . . 
C(t) = rc(t)exVs(Qc(t)s) (3.2) 
is true for all t £ [0, 1]. Moreover, the function rc and the derivatives rc, &c are 
determined unambiguously. 
Notation . Gnostical paths introduced below are parametrized by a monotone and 
continuously differentiable2 function 
.7, : [0, 1] -+ I0s. 
The function rjs is assumed to have a nonzero derivative at each point in [0, 1], hence 
.70 := infill > 0. 
Let us proceed to a definition of a gnostical path. 
1 A path is usually defined as a piecewise continuously differentiable curve (see [9], p . 202). We 
shall limit our considerations to continuously differentiable curves only. See Footnote 1 on p . 74 
for details. 
2 One-side derivatives are considered at the end-points of an interval here and in the foregoing 
text. 
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Def in i t ion 3 . 1 . Let r £ H+. The symbol Drs denotes a path called a gnos t i ca l 
p a t h defined by 
V* £ [0, 1] : Drs(t) := rexVs(r) s(t)s). (3.3) 
Clearly, a gnostical pa th Drs is a pa th in UQS. If polar coordinates are considered, 
then 
rDrs(t) = r, QDrs(t) = Vs(t) (3.4) 
is true for a l H £ [0, 1]. • 
3 .2 . M o d e l l i n g of quant i f icat ion a n d e s t i m a t i o n in G T 
Considerations on modelling of quantification and estimation procedures in G T start-
ed in Section 1 are continued in this section. 
Each of quantification and estimation procedures is modelled in G T as a motion 
along a pa th (cf. [2, 5]). Let us s tar t with modelling of quantification. The motion 
starts at some point in UQJ representing the precise value of the measured quantity. 
This point always lies on the real axis, i .e. it has the form rj + Oj. The motion 
finishes at some point u £ UQJ characterizing, in a sense, the particular observed 
value of the measured quantity, when observation may be influenced by uncertainty. 
The point u has the form rj expj(Q,jj) , where Qj £ IQJ. 
Therefore the quantification procedure can be modelled in G T by means of a class 
of paths in Uoj having the same "end points" (denoted rj + Oj and u above). 
Assume tha t Qj ^ 0. Hence the point u does noc; lie on the real axis. It results 
that there is just one gnostical path Drjj having rj + Oj and rj expj(Qjj) as starting 
and ending points1 . The path Dj (rj,Qj) defined by 
H £ [0, 1] : Dj(rj,Qj)(t) := rjexpj(Qj -tj) (3.5) 
is of this type. 
The estimation procedure is modelled as a motion along a path in Uoi. The 
motion starts at some point in Uo»; let us denote it by r,- expt-(Q,-i). It finishes at 
a point in Uo», which always lies on the real axis, namely at the point r; + 0i. It 
follows tha t an estimation procedure may be modelled by means of paths in Uoi 
having the same end points. If Qi ^ 0, then there is just one gnostical path having 
r; exp t(f i t i ) and r, + Oi as starting and ending points
1 . The path D{ (r,-, £2,-) defined 
by 
Vi £ [0, 1] : Di (ri,Qi)(t) := r . e x p ^ Q , • (1 - t)i) (3.6) 
is of this type. 
More precisely, the mentioned gnostical path is unique up to a parametrization by the function 
rj,; on the other hand reparametrization of a gnostical path does not affect our results, as it does 
not affect results on integrals over paths in complex analysis (see [9], p . 202). 
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3 .3 . A t o p o l o g y o n a se t of p a t h s 
Opt imahty principle of G T can be interpreted as a characterization of paths mod-
elling quantification and estimation procedures in an optimal manner. To be able 
to state this principle we need a topology on a set of paths in Uo, having the same 
end points. We shall consider the Cj-topology. The aim of the section is to state a 
metric producing the topology. 
N o t a t i o n . Consider a fixed path D in UQS. We put 
US(D) 
equal to the set of all paths C in UQS satisfying 
r c (0) = rD(0), rc ( l ) = rD(\), QC(Q) = QD(0), Qc(l) = nD(\). 
Hence US(D) is the class of all paths in UQS having the same "end points" as J). 
Assume that, the symbols C and C denote paths mUs(D). Clearly, C i - t o p o l o g y 
on the set Us(D) of paths is produced by the metric 
p(C, C) := sup \rc - rC'\ + sup \rc - rc>\ -j- sup \QC - Clp'\ • 
N o t a t i o n . For any path D in U[]s and 0 < 8 £ R we put 
US(D, 6) := {C eUs(D)\P(C, D) < 6}. 
Hence US(D, S) is a neighbourhood of the path D in lfs(D). 
3.4. O n n e i g h b o u r h o o d s of g n o s t i c a l p a t h s 
We shall show in the foregoing text that gnostical paths are local extremals of 
funct ional typical for GT. For this reason we derive properties of paths lying in a 
neighbourhood of a gnostical path. 
Recall that the symbol sg ( / ) denotes a "sign" of a real-valued function / (see 
section Notation). 
L e m m a 3 . 1 . Let r E R+• Consider 
r • (vo Wr\ . • . 
Su=mm\T'u^j (X7) 
and a path C G Us(Drs, 6is). 
Then Qc is strictly monotone on [0, 1], RanQc = RanfiD r ; and 
sg (Oc) = Sg(77,), 
B s ( | O c | - ^ ) = t 
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P r o o f . Consider a path C 6 Us(Drs, Si). Let us denote D := Drs, S := Sls 
and put 
w := re - TD , Ui '.— Q.c — &D- (3-8) 
Then w and to are continuously differentiate on [0, 1]. We have 
B u p | w | < 6 , sup|ii>|<<5, sup|u; |<<$, (3.9) 
because C £ US(D, S). 
It holds rD(t) = r for all t G [0, 1] by (3.4). Moreover r > 6 according to (3.7), 
so tha t 
rc(t) = r + w(t) > r - S > 0. (3.10) 
For a l i i 6 [0, 1] we have 
\rc(t)\ = \w(t)\ < S (3.11) 
by (3.10) and (3.9). 
It holds QD = Vs according to (3.4), hence 
tic = V, + w. (3.12) 
by (3.8). Moreover for all t G [0, 1] we have \u(t)\ < 6 < T]Q and r)0 < \q8(t)\, so 
tha t the function Q,c is strictly monotone and sg(&c) = s g ( % ) , as follows from 
(3.12). Therefore also R a n ^ c = Ranfi£> rs, because C has the same "end" points 
en Drs. 
Further on, for all t G [0, 1] we have \tlc(t)\ > \rjs(t)\ - \u(t)\ > r)0 - S by 
(3.12) and (3.9), hence 
?7o 
by (3.7), so tha t 
Ißcrøl > 2 
|õ /,Ч| I^C(^)I . Ô 
| f ì c ( í ) l " W > 7 
_ 2+r?0 ° - ' , 0 x 
2(r - oi,J 
> 0 
is true, where the former inequality follows from (3.10) and (3.11), the latter one 
from (3.7) and (3.10). Therefore Lemma 3.1 is valid. • 
4. GNOSTICAL FUNCTIONALS 
We shall show tha t a value of a gnostical characteristic can be interpreted as a 
value of a specific functional on a gnostical path. Such a functional is called a 
gnostical functional below. The aim of the section is to define gnostical functionals 
and show their basic properties. The functionals play an important role in the paper 
- variational theorems stated in the next two Sections 5 and 6 are based on gnostical 
functionals. 
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The section is organized as follows. An auxiliary functional E is introduced in 
Section 4.1, its basic properties are stated. A gnostical functional is defined in 
Section 4.2 as a specific type of the functional E. A one-to-one relationship between 
gnostical functionals and gnostical characteristics is established in the section. 
4 .1 . Functional E 
We introduce a functional E, which is a slight modification of the integral over a 
path 2 . The reason of the modification is to overcome problems raised by complex 
values of integral over a path in the double case. 
Definition 4 .1 . Assume that C is a path in Rs. Let gs : Rs * R be continuous 
on RanC. We put 
E(gS) C) := \s\s • j gs(l)dl := \s\s • f gs(C(t)) • \C(t)\sdt. (4.1) 
Jc Jo 
We shall view E(gs, •) as a functional operating on paths C in UQS-
Notation. To give some formulas stated below more readable, we sometimes omit 
arguments of functions under an integral sign. 
Applying this convention to (4.1) we obtain 
E(gs,C) = I Cogs-\sC\sdt. 
Jo 
Finally, we express the functional E(gs, •) via the polar coordinates and state the 
values of the functional on the gnostical paths. These results are applied below as a 
tool. 
Lemma 4.1. Assume that C is a path in Uo$ given by (3.1) and (3.2). Let gs : 
Rs • R be continuous on R a n C Then 
E(gs,C)= t Cog8.Jr%tll - s*Pcdt. 
Jo 
Recall that Drs denotes a gnostical path given by (3.3), while Ds(r, Q) denotes 
the specific gnostical path given by (3.5) and (3.6). 
2 An integral of a continuous function over a piecewise continuously differentiable curve is studied 
in complex analysis (see [9]). We shall limit ourselves to integrals of continuous functions over paths 
(i.e. over continuously differentiable curves) only. The reason is that obtained formulas are of 
simpler form in this case. Nevertheless extension of our results to a more general case of piecewise 
continuity is quite simple, as it is in complex analysis, too. 
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L e m m a 4 .2 . Consider a function gs : Rs • R. Let r G R
+ and Q G Ios-
a) If the function gs is continuous on Ran Drs, then 
/ , " D r s ( 1 ) 
E(gs, Drs) = r - s g ( » ) , ) • / sf . ( rexp.(zs))dz 
7nD r s(o) 
and /^(fifj, L\«) is a real number. 
b) If the function gs is continuous on Ran D(r, £1), then 
/•n 
E(gs, Ds(r, 0,)) = rs -s ign(Q) • / gs(rexps(zs))dz 
Io 
and E(gs, Ds(r, Q,)) is a real number. 
c) If r G Domfifs, then 
E(gs,Ds(r,Q)) = 0. 
4 .2 . Gno s t i ca i funct ionals 
A gnosticai functional is defined in the section as a specific type of the functional E. 
A one-to-one relationship between gnosticai characteristics and gnosticai functionals 
is established. 
We start with the definition of a gnosticai functional. 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 2 . Suppose tha t gs : Rs • R is continuous on UQS. 
The functional E(gs, •) is called gno s t i ca i .if the value of 
E(gs,Ds(r,Q)) 
does not depend on r, i .e. iff E(gs, Ds(r, Q,)) = E(gs, Ds(r', Q)) is true for all 
r, r ' G R+ and Q G h,. 
A. relationship between gnosticai functionals and gnosticai characteristics is es-
tablished in 
T h e o r e m 4 . 1 . Consider a function gs : Rs »• R. 
a) Assume tha t the function gs is continuous on UQS and that the functional E(gs, •) 
is gnosticai. 
Then there is a function Gs : IQS —> R such that 
a l Gs(0) = 0 
a2 Gs is continuously differentiable on IQS 
a3 It holds 
Vr G R+, Q G Jo, : gs(rexps(Q)) = - G,(Q) (4.2) 
r 
a4 For all r G H+ and f2 G jo* we have 
E(gs,Ds(r, £1)) = sign(Q) • GS(Q). (4.3) 
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b) Assume that a function Gs : IQS —• R satisfies a l and a2, the mapping gs satisfies 
(4.2). 
Then gs is defined and continuous on Uos. Moreover the functional E(gS) •) is 
gnostical and a4 takes place. 
P r o o f , a) Assume that the functional E(gs •) is gnostical. Hence, as follows 
from Lemma 4.2b, c there is a function 
Gs : Ios -* R 
such tha t for all r £ R+ and Q E Io* we have (4.3). Clearly, without a loss of 
generality we can assume that 
C7S(0) = 0. (4.4) 
Let us fix some r £ R+ and Q £ Ios. We have 
sign(fi) • Gs(Q) = r - s i g n ( f i ) . I gs(rexps(zs))dz £ R, (4.5) 
10 
as follows from (4.3), (4.4) and Lemma 4.2b. Therefore 
GS(Q) = r- gs(rexps(zs))dz 
Jo 
is true by (4.5) and (4.4). So that 
Gs(tt) = r • gs(rexp(Qs)) 
takes place, which proves (4.2). Hence also Gs(£l) = gs(exps(Qs)). Now gs(exps(»s)) 
is continuous on Ios, therefore Gs is continuously differentiable on Ios. 
b) Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 4.1b are fulfilled, r £ R+ and Q E Ios-
Hence 
E(gs,Ds(r, Q)) = r • sign (Q) • f - • Gs(z)dz 
Jo r 
= sign(Q)-Gs(n) 
is true according to Lemma 4.2b, (4.2) and a l , so that a4 is valid. Now a4 implies 
that the functional E(gs, •) is gnostical. • 
Theorem 4.1 can be interpreted as follows. L^ach gnostical functional determines 
a gnostical characteristic via a function Gs, where Gs is continuously differentiable 
and Gs(0) = 0. Conversely, any gnostical characteristic represented by a continu-
ously differentiable function Gs satisfying Gs(0) = 0 determines unambiguously a 
gnostical functional. Keeping in mind the conditions (c) and (e) from Section 2 a 
one-to-one relationship between gnostical characteristics and gnostical junctionals is 
established. 
We express the value of the gnostical functional E(gs, •) using the function Gs 
in the following corollary. It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.2 and Theo-
rem 4.1 . 
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Corollary 4 .1 . Consider a function gs : Rs > R continuous on UQS. 
Assume that the functional E(gs, •) is gnostical. Moreover let Gs be defined as in 
Theorem 4.1a. 
If C is a path in UQS , then 
.2 
E(gs, C) = J Qc o Gs • JQ
2
C - s
2 • j f d*. (4.6) 
If r £ R+, then 
E(gs,Drs) = sg(ri,)-[GB{QD„(l)) - Gs(QDrs(0))}. 
5. VARIATIONAL THEOREM OF GT 
The aim of the section is to state and prove basic variational theorem of GT. 
Considerations on modelling of quantification and estimation procedures started 
in Sections 1 and 3.2 are continued in Section 5.1. They are used to motivate 
assumptions under which a variational theorem of GT and related results will be 
stated and proved. 
Variational theorem of GT proved in Section 5.2 shows that gnostical paths are 
extremals of gnostical functional. Interpretation of this fact is stated at the end of 
tl 3 section. 
5 .1 . Modelling of quantification and est*mation in GT 
We shall continue considerations on modelling of quantification and estimation pro-
cedures in GT started in Sections 1 and 3.2. 
Recall that quantification (estimation resp.) procedure is modelled in GT as a 
motion along a path DrsS starting at some point rs -f Os representing the precise value 
of a measured quantity; it finishes at some point rs exps(Qss) £ UQS characterizing 
the observed value of the measured quantity. Assume for the sake of simplicity that 
n, #0. 
Consider a gnostical characteristic Qs and function G. representing it. The func-
tion Gs is continuously differentiate and strictly monotone on each of the intervals 
fos H [0, oo) and IQS D (—oo, 0], as follows from conditions (c) and (d) of Section 2. 
One of these inter /als containing Qs will be denoted as J.. 
Hence Gs is continuously differentiable and strictly monotone on the interval Is. 
Moreover we put 
Us := { r exp . ( ^ s ) | r £ R
+, Q £ J , } . 
It follows that the whole image of DrsS lies in Us, i.e. that DTsS is a path in Us. 
Finally, assume that gs is defined by (4.2). Then gs is continuous on Us and 
ng(fe \U.) £ {-1 ,1} . (5.1) 
The relations just derived are stated as assumptions in the next two theorems, which 
are the basic results of the paper. 
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5.2. Extremals of gnostical functionals 
Variational theorem of GT is stated and proved in this section. 
The condition (5.1) stated and reasoned in the previous section is in a good 
accordance with basic principles of GT. If the function gs satisfies the condition and 
the functional E(gs, •) is gnostical, then gnostical paths are local extremals of the 
functional, as stated in 
Theorem 5 .1 . Variational theorem of GT. 
Consider a function gs : Rs > R continuous on UQS. 
Suppose that sg (gs \ Us) E { — 1, 1} and that the functional E(gs, •) is gnostical. 
Let r E R+ • Assume that the gnostical path Drs is a path in Us, 8Xs is defined by 
(3.7). 
a) If C E Us (Drs, 8Xs), then C is a path in Us. 
b) The path Drs is a local extremal of the functional E(gs, •) on Us (Drs, 8Xs). 
c) For all C E Us (Drs, 8Xs) we have 
s2 -qs -E(gs,C) < s
2 -qs -E(gs, Drs), 
where qs := sg (gs \ Us). 
P r o o f . 1. Consider the notation of Theorem 5.1. We denote D := Drs. Let 
C E Us (D, 8Xs). Then R a n ^ c = Ranf2.o according to Lemma 3.1, so that C is a 
path in Us, hence E(gs, C) is defined and Theorem 5.1a is true. 
Theorem 5.1b is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1c. Let us proceed to 
proof of the latter one. 
2. Let Gs be the mapping defined by the function gs according to Theorem 4.1a 
restricted on the set Is. We have qs E { — 1, 1} and sg [Gsj = qs according to the 
assumptions of the theorem being proved. Hence 
\Gs\ = qs-Gs. (5.2) 
3. For each path C E Us (D, 6Xs) we shall consider the following integral 





= G, ( f i c ( l ) ) -Gs(Qc(0)). 
Therefore we have 
j , ( C ) = Gs (nD(l)) - Gs (QD(0)) = JS(D), (5.3) 
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because f2c(0) = QD(0) and £2c(l) = fiz>(1) according to the definition of Us \P* "i*. 
4. It holds 
E(gs,D) = sg (v.)-J.(D) 
according to Corollary 4.1 and (5.3), so that 
9. '*&(%)'Js(C) = qs-E(gs,D) 
by (5.3). 
5. Let us consider the double case first. It holds 
qrE(9j,C) = í QcoGj 
Jo 
by (4.6) and (5.2). Moreover 
\rc(t)\ 
rc(t) < 
Ùc(t)\ , \Ùc(t)\ = sg føi) • Пc(t) 
is true for all t £ [0, 1] according to Lemma 3.1, hence 
qГE(gj,C) <' Í 
Jo 
ÍŻc o Gj Q< 
= sg (Gj) • sg (r) 
= qj-s&(vj)-Jj(C) 
'j; • I i " C Q< oGj) ticdt 
Therefore 
qrE(gj,C) < qj-E(gj,D) 
by (5.4), which together with j 2 = 1 gives 
32-q3-E(gj,C) <j
2-qrE(g3,D). 




ӣc o GІ 
ӣc ° G% 




by (4.6) and (5.2). Moreover \QC\ = sg(r/i) • ^ c according to Lemma 3.1, so that 
Jo 
Пc o GІ a dt = sg ( G . ) « g ( « ) • / [tocoGi)Qcdt 
q> -sg (m) • Ji(C). 
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Hence, keeping in mind (5.4) and (5.5), we obtain 





Let us proceed to an interpretation of the results obtained in Theorem 5.1. It 
will be based on the ideas and notation introduced in Section 5.1. 
Consider a gnostical characteristic Qs and the corresponding function gs. As 
follows from the considerations of Section 5.1, the function gs is continuous on U$s 
and sg (gs \ Us) £ { — 1, 1}. Hence Theorem 5.1 can be applied. 
We can interpret the value of E(gs, Cs) as the overall change of the gnostical 
characteristic during the quantification (estimation resp.) procedure. The change of 
the gnostical characteristic is extremal if Cs is a gnostical path DTsS, as follows from 
Theorem 5.1. As a rule, the "worst" type of quantification procedure is modelled by 
the gnostical path Drjj; the "best" type of the estimation procedure is modelled by 
the gnostical path DTxi. It means that the game of the nature is considered resulting 
in maximal damage of observed value of the measured quantity. The strategy of an 
estimator applying GT is such that it uses an optimal (i.e. the "best") available 
type of estimation. 
6. RESIDUUM IN GNOSTICAL THEORY 
The concept of residuum is introduced in GT [6] to characterize the overall change 
of a gnostical characteristic during a process consisting of both the quantification 
and the estimation procedures. We show that the residuum reaches its local ex-
tremal value when both the quantification and estimation procedures are modelled 
by gnostical paths. 
Definition 6 .1 . Consider a path Cs in US; let gs : Rs • R be continuous on 
Ran Cs. 
The sum 
Res (gj, gi, Cj, d) := E(gj, Cj) + E(gt, C,) 
is called a residuum of the pair (gj, gi) of functions over the pair (Cj, C,) of 
paths. 
Notation . For each 8 > 0 we define the neighbourhood U (Cj, C,-, 8) of the pair 
(Cj, Ci) of paths by 
U (Cj, d, 8) := Uj (Cj, 8) x Ui (d, 8). 
The following residuum theorem is a consequence of Theorem 5.1. 
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T h e o r e m 6 . 1 . Consider a function gs : Rs • R continuous on UQS. 
Suppose tha t qs := sg (gs \ Us) G { - 1 , 1}, q} / 9,
 a n d that the functional 
E(gs, •) is gnostical. 
Assume tha t rs G R
+ • Finally, let the gnostical path Dr$s be a path in Us, Sis 
defined by (3.7), S = m'm(Sij, Su). 
a) If (Cj, d) G U (Drjj, DTti, S), then Cs is a path in Us. 
b) The pair (Drjj, Drti) is an extremal of Res (gj, gi, -, •) on the set U (Drjj, Drii, S). 
c) For any pair (Cj, d) G U {Drjj, Drti, S) we have 
qj • Res (gj, g{, CJ} C%) < qj • Res (gj, gi, Dr.j, Drti) . 
P r o o f . We shall prove Theorem 6.1c only. 





= q3E(gs, Dr$s) 
according to Theorem 5.1, so that 
qi • Res(flfj, g{, Cj, d) = j
2q3E(Dj, Cj) + i
2qtE(9i, Q) 
< j2q3E(gj, Drjj) + i
2qtE(9i, Drti) 
= qi Res {gj, gi, Drjj, Dr%i). 
D 
Consider a gnostical characteristic represented by a function Gs. If Gj increases 
on Ij and Gi decreases on L, then the residuum Res (^ j , gi, •, •) takes on its local 
maximum on the pair (Drjj, LV,i) of gnostical paths. If Gj decreases on Ij and Gi 
increases on L, then the residuum takes on its local minimum on the pair. 
(Received August 6, 1993.) 
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